The problem of classifying a spatial multivariate Gaussian data into one of several categories specified by different regression mean models is considered. The classifier based on plug-in Bayes classification rule (PBCR) formed by replacing unknown parameters in Bayes classification rule (BCR) with category parameters estimators is investigated. This is the extension of the previous one from the two category case to the multiple category case. The novel close-form expressions for the Bayes misclassification probability and actual error rate associated with PBCR are derived. These error rates are suggested as performance measures for the classifications procedure. The three-category case with feature modelled by bivariate stationary Gaussian random field on regular lattice with exponential covariance function is used for the numerical analysis. Dependence of the derived error rates on category parameters is studied.
Introduction
Misclassification probabilities and error rates in two-category discriminant analysis of spatial data have been recently investigated by several authors (see e.g. Šaltyt -Benth and Du inskas [1] , Du inskas [2] , Batsidis and Zografos [3] ). Multi-category linear discriminant analysis of spatial data generated by univariate Gaussian random field (GRF) is considered in Du inskas et al. [4] . Correct classification rates for linear discriminant analysis of multivariate GRF observations for relatively large category number (comparing with dimensionality of GRF) is derived in Dreižien et al. [5] . In the present paper the above investigation is extended to the error rates for two cases of dimensional structure. We propose the method of multi-category discriminant analysis essentially exploiting the BCR. Parametric PBCR formed by replacing unknown parameters with their estimators in BCR is being used. The novel close-form expressions for the overall probability of misclassification and overall actual error rate associated with PBCR are derived. These error rates are suggested as performance measures for the classification procedure.
The main concepts and definitions
Suppose that every observation of p-variate GRF Consider the problem of classification of the vector of observation of Z at location 0 s denoted by 0 0 s = Z Z into one of L populations specified above with given joint training sample T.
Joint training sample is specified by n p matrix
The Lq n design matrix corresponding to T is specified by 
and conditional covariance matrix
Under the assumption of completely parametric certainty of populations and for known prior probabilities of
Bayes rule minimizing the probability of misclassification is based on the logarithm of the conditional densities ratio.
Denote by B, the set of unknown parameters and denote the log ratio of conditional densities in categories k and l by kl lt kt t lt kt kl
where l k kl ln . These functions (3) will be called pairwise discriminant functions (PDF). Then Bayes rule (see Anderson [6] (3)- (5), we complete the proof of CASE A.
CASE B. Set , ,...,
and proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward.
The error rates for plug-in BDF
In practical applications not all statistical parameters of populations are known. Then the estimators of unknown parameters can be found from training sample. When estimators of unknown parameters are plugged into BDF, the plug-in BDF is obtained. In this paper we assume that true values of parameters B and are unknown. 
The defined conditional actual error rate has the following form for CASE A:
. And for CASE B the conditional actual error rate is
and
Proof. Lemma 2 could be proved analogically to the Lemma 1.
Example and discussions
To investigate the performance of the proposed plug-in Bayes rule a simulation study for the three-category case with feature modelled by bivariate stationary GRF on regular lattice with exponential covariance function given by / exp 2 h h C is carried out. Here 2 is variance and is a parameter of spatial correlation. Dependence of the derived error rates on category parameters is studied.
The results of numerical analysis give us strong arguments to expect that the proposed formulas of error rates could be effectively used for the performance evaluation of the plug-in Bayes rules applied to multi-category classification of spatial Gaussian process observation for different dimensional structure cases.
